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Abstract

This report presents an algorithm for locating the cut points for and separating

vertically attached traffic signs in Sweden. This algorithm provides several

advanced digital image processing features: binary image which represents

visual object and its complex rectangle background with number one and zero

respectively, improved cross correlation which shows the similarity of 2D

objects and filters traffic sign candidates, simplified shape decomposition

which smoothes contour of visual object iteratively in order to reduce white

noises, flipping point detection which locates black noises candidates, chasm

filling algorithm which eliminates black noises, determines the final cut points

and separates originally attached traffic signs into individual ones. At each step,

the mediate results as well as the efficiency in practice would be presented to

show the advantages and disadvantages of the developed algorithm. This

report concentrates on contour-based recognition of Swedish traffic signs. The

general shapes cover upward triangle, downward triangle, circle, rectangle and

octagon. At last, a demonstration program would be presented to show how

the algorithm works in real-time environment.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

An intelligent transport system (ITS) is the program which in general term

initiative brings information and communications technology to traditional

transport infrastructure and vehicles. It aims to manage factors that are

typically at odds with each other such as vehicles, loads and routes to improve

safety and reduce vehicle wear, transportation times and fuel consumption.

Intelligent transportation systems vary in technologies applied, from basic

management systems such as car navigation, traffic light control systems,

container management systems, variable message signs or speed cameras to

monitoring applications such as security CCTV systems, and then to more

advanced applications which integrate live data and feedback from a number

of other sources, such as Parking Guidance and Information systems, weather

information, bridge deicing systems, and the like. Additionally, predictive

techniques are being developed, to allow advanced modeling and comparison

with historical baseline data. [1]

Road and traffic sign recognition is one of the important fields in the ITS. This

is due to the importance of the road signs and traffic signals in daily life. They

define a visual language that can be interpreted by the drivers. They represent

the current traffic situation on the road, show the danger and difficulties around

the drivers, give warning to them, and help them with their navigation by

providing useful information that makes driving safe and convenient. [2]

Figure 1 demonstrates a prototype of road and traffic sign identification system

based on the combination of a series of advanced AI and digital image

processing technologies. The objective of this system can be achieved in two

steps: detection and recognition.

In the detection step, acquired image frame is pre-processed, enhanced and

segmented according to various sign properties such as color and shape.

Interested regions are extra from the complex background. In the output image

which is coded in binary schema, potential regions are represented with white

color and the rest parts are filled with black color in contrary. The speed and

efficiency are dominate factors that must be carefully taken into consideration,

since object detection in ITS is live online and straight forward. Shorter time
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required corresponds to faster system response which gives guarantee on that

all mediate and final results are update-to-time in real-time processing and

analysis. Meanwhile, object detection reduces search space into small regions

which indicate only the interested parts.

In the recognition step, the representive data of interested region is converted

to a vector in the feature space where noises and errors are supposed to be

eliminated according to various data compression methods. After that, refined

feature vector is tested against certain sets of patterns (which are also feature

vectors) to determine which group the feature vector belongs to, in other words,

determine which category the original sign belongs to. So far the features must

be carefully chosen to emphasize the differences among the groups. The

shape of sign plays a strong role in whole process, because shapes provide

information which category sign belongs to as well as prior information for

analyzing symbols appearing on the interior surface enclosed within the border.

By combing the technologies mentioned above in a proper way, it is positive to

decide the individual class of the sign under consideration.

Figure 1. Structure of Sign Detection and Recognition System

Recognition

Detection

Image Acquisition

Processing & Enhancement

Color Segmentation

Object Enumeration

Feature Space

Classification

Suitable Output

Object Separation
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A real system should contain both software and hardware components.

Normally, a camera is mounted on a moving vehicle and captures pictures in

the frame manner. Acquired images are transferred and feed to detection and

recognition systems immediately. The software subsystem should be

implemented with software programs enhanced in an embed hardware. So

they could run with various computational chips and boards according to

different performance requirement and production cost control policy etc. The

software applications could be updated easily with respect to customer’s

requests but without hardware modification. Finally, with a short delay, suitable

output must be given to drivers and help them to drive safely and effectively.

1.2. Problem Description

In real world environment, due to many practical issues such as various light

condition, bad weather condition and long time exposure etc, road and traffic

sign detection subsystem may confuse about the exact borders of signs in pair

at their vertically attaching points. In other words, originally two or more

individual sign borders are very close to each other, and their colors are almost

or exactly the same. In this case, color segmentation will output traffic signs

that are vertically attached to each other in the form of combination to the

following recognition subsystem. However, recognition subsystem has no idea

about this event’s occurrence, and recognizes the sign combination as just one

visual object. Of course it is supposed to fail for matching this visual object with

all patterns that stored in the database. And the traffic signs in this object

combination are going to be rejected and discarded which, of course, is not

expected behavior.

So a middleware (or bridge, glue, whatever) is required to be enhanced

between sign detection and recognition subsystems for distinguishing

vertically attached traffic signs from individual ones, locating the right cut

points between pairs of signs and after all separating these combinations.

1.3. Project Objective

The objective of this research project is developing a contour-based shape

analysis algorithm enhanced between sign detection and recognition

subsystems (highlighted with dark color in figure 1). It must own the capability

for accepting binary objects from detection subsystem, distinguishing vertically

attached signs from individual ones, locating the attaching points between

each pair of real signs and finally separating them into individual ones as
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output visual objects to recognition subsystem.

Due the noise disturbances in the images which will be discussed in later

chapters, it is not always easy to separate traffic signs. There are two types of

noises in general: white and black noises. For white noises, the developed

algorithm has to eliminate them as much as possible and make the contour

smooth enough for further analysis. For black noises which are supposed to

produce chasms along the object contour or result in completely separated

objects, the developed algorithm must provide the functionality to connect

separated pieces and recovers the original traffic sign without losing its original

general shape.

1.4. Swedish Road and Traffic Signs

Road and traffic signs are designed to be easily recognized by human beings,

so their colors and shapes are significant different from natural environments.

Swedish road administration is in charge of defining the appearance of all

signs and road markings in Sweden. They divide signs into four classes:

warning signs, prohibitory signs, mandatory signs and signs giving information.

1.4.1. Warning Signs

A warning sign is a type of traffic sign that indicates a hazard ahead on the

road. In Sweden, warning signs are not only equilateral triangular with thick red

border and yellow background but also black symbols providing information on

the interior area. This combination is in contrast to those of most other

countries using triangular warning signs have white backgrounds. The signs
warning for animals only render the animal in question [5].

Dangerous bend to right Steep hill upwards Quayside or ferry berth

Falling rocks from left Roundabout Animals (elk)

Figure 2. Examples of Warning Signs [5]
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1.4.2. Prohibitory signs

A prohibitory traffic sign is used to prohibit certain types of maneuvers or some

types of traffic. In Sweden, they are round with red borders and yellow

backgrounds, except the international standard stop sign that is an octagon

with red background and white border, the no parking and no standing signs

that have a blue background instead of yellow.

Closed to all vehicles in both

directions

No lorries No standing or parking

Stop No parking zone Maximum speed (50 km/h)

Figure 3. Examples of Prohibitory Signs [5]

1.4.3. Mandatory signs

A mandatory sign is used to set the obligations of all traffic which use a specific

area of road. Unlike prohibitory or restrictive signs, mandatory signs tell traffic

what it must do, rather than must not do. In Sweden, all mandatory road signs

are circular, using white symbols on a blue background with white border.

Direction to be followed

right only

Direction to be followed

turn left

Pass this side

either side

Foot path Track for rider

on a horseback

End lane reserved for

scheduled buses etc.

Figure 4. Examples of Mandatory Signs [5]
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1.4.4. Signs giving information

This type of signs provides priory information to drivers, such as speed

limitation, road intersections and other targets drivers should pay attentions to.

In Sweden, it has a unique diamond shaped sign which indicates a road to

which intersection roads have to give way.

End of motorway End of priority way Advance direct sign,

diagrammatic type

Sign to place reached by a

private road

Air field Chair lift

Figure 5. Examples of Signs giving Information [5]

1.5. Properties of Road and Traffic Signs

By observing the color and shape of road and traffic signs in Sweden, it is easy

to see that the road and traffic signs are designed, manufactured, installed to

tight regulations. Nearly all signs are designed in fixed 2D shapes like upward

triangle, downward triangle, rectangle, circle and octagon. And the colors are

carefully chosen so that signs are very easily to be distinguished from natural

environments by human beings. Note that it does not matter what category the

sign belongs to, because its design always follows a certain pattern. That is all

signs have borders in one color, backgrounds in another color and symbols in

the interior area have different colors from the previous two parts. Taking this

advantage, it is able to determine the general shape of the sign by ignoring

background and the symbols inside. In other words, use color segmentation to

detect sign border and fill it with white color, fill the interior surface including

background and symbols with black color. It is one of the most fundamental

preprocessing steps and it will be presented in the binary representation

section.
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Without losing generality, it is positive to classify traffic signs into six categories

in general. They are upward triangle, downward triangle, rectangle, circle, and

octagon. Since these shapes cover most of the Swedish signs in public, it is

reasonable to ignore some special deigns such as level crossing and direction

specific signs in the current research. In other words, it focuses on the

following shape designs.

Upward Triangle Downward Triangle Round Circle

Forbidden Cross No Entry

International Stop Rectangle

Figure 6. General Shapes of Road and Traffic Signs

(These shapes are generated by filling the border with white color and other areas with

black color of pictures from [5], so they are all the same to Swedish official designs.)

Note that the entire surface of the shape including border only has been filled

with white color and the rest parts with black color, since the current research

concerns only object contour, these binary representations make sense indeed.

Apparently with this representation of visual object, the symbols and all

background are ignored by separation algorithm. That means the acquired

image is preprocessed before it is forwarded to separation algorithm. As a

result, the quality of binary image depends heavily on the output of

preprocessing and color segmentation. Taking this advantage, these

procedures could help the separation algorithm to overcome the following

seven types of potential difficulties.

1. Bad light condition: light conditions are changeable and uncontrollable.

It changes with respect to time of the day, cloudy, snowy, fog and other

weather conditions. [6]
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Figure 7. Example of Bad Light Conditions [12]

2. Blurred images: normally, the acquired images could be blurred. It

depends on the camera qualification, current road surface condition and

even the speed of vehicle. For example, if the vehicle runs on the gravel

road and bump on an uneven surface; or the vehicle suddenly has an

emergence break. In these cases, the camera is supposed to give

motional blurred frames.

Figure 8. Examples of Blurred Images [12]

3. Faded images: the color of sign surface may fades with time as a result

of long time exposure to the sun light, high atmosphere temperature

and rainy wash. [6]

Figure 9. Examples of Faded Images [12]

4. Occluded images: Some obstacles may partially occlude the road and
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traffic signs, such as trees, vehicles, poles, buildings.

Figure 10. Examples of Occluded Images [12]

5. Deformation: For some reasons, the road and traffic signs may not be in

their original position. It is safe to assume that the signs have rotated no

more than a certain angle according to the vertical line in the center.

Figure 11. Examples of Deformation [12]

6. Physically Damaged: Traffic signs could be seriously physically

damaged. That means they may lost their vertex corner, have scratched

surface or even have doodles on them.

Figure 12. Examples of Physically Damaged Images [12]

7. Similar Color: The objects around, such as walls, buildings and flags,

have similar color to the sign. It makes sign very difficulty to recognize
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even by human beings.

Figure 13. Examples of Similar Colors [12]

1.6. Potential Difficulties

Due to the complex environments of road and the scenes around, even when

acquired digital images have been converted to binary representation, still lots

of practical problems need to be handled. Road and traffic signs can be found

in different conditions as shown below.

1. Noises: This is not merely the most challengeable but also the most

interesting problem in this project. Noises are distributed over almost

the entire surface of road and traffic signs, arranged from outer border

to the geometric center. In fact, two types of noises are available in

general. The first one is called white noise. They are in the form of

visible small white spots and make the contour of visual object stays

ambiguous to intelligent computer program, and the symbols that

enclosed within the border are difficulty to be correctly recognized. The

other type of noises is called black noise. They are invisible to our

algorithm in natural, and they make some parts of the sign vanish, or

even worse, produce very big chasms along object contour.

2. Separated objects: If the chasm dug by the black noise is big enough.

The original sign combination could be split into two or more pieces.

That means one task for shape analysis is restoring original visual

object by joining these pieces together without losing the original shape

in general. However, due to the combinational disturbance of white and

black noises, it is difficulty for intelligent computer program to

distinguish natural separation point which in most cases is weak from

the chasms introduced by black noise.

3. Transformation: Road and traffic signs may not be the exactly shape

they are expected to be. The deformation could be judged as a series
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of 2D graphical transformations including shearing on both vertical and

horizontal directions, rotation (normally it is safe to assume the rotation

angle is less than 15 degree), translation (if they are expected to

appear on the top-left corner in the scene) and scaling. That means the

separation algorithm must have the capability for handling shapes in

general but not just specific ones. Somehow, it is still reasonable to

assume that original shapes are all convexes. In fact, that is one piece

of the prior information traffic signs are giving.

4. Multiple objects: In many cases, there might be more than two traffic

signs attached vertically to each other in the combination. The

separation algorithm needs to determine more than one cut point for

one visual object. Since there are always lots of noises along the sign

contour, the shape analysis may misunderstand noises as the direction

changes of measured distance function and give wrong cut points,

especially with strong black noises. So it is not always easy to find out

all exact cut points. A trade off is necessary for cut point determination

if there exist a certain errors between real cut points and the estimated

ones.

White Noises (border is not

smooth curve)

Black Noises (produces a

separated sign)

Deformation

Multiple Objects

Figure 14. Examples of Potential Difficulties

(First three binary images are collected from [12], and the 4th binary image is a generated

combination with binary image examples [12] by vertically attaching them to each other.)
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2. Algorithm Design

2.1. Introduction

In this chapter, a brand new algorithm for vertically attached traffic sign

separation problem is going to be presented. The statements are organized in

six sections: the 1st section is talking about outline of the entire algorithm, since

a bird’s view is always helpful for people to understand the organization of

subroutines. The 2nd section will explain why binary representation for visual

object is necessary and how to convert a normal image to binary one. The

following distance measurement discussion will give an introduction to

employed coordinate system, its advantages for time and efficiency as well as

noise sensitivity problem. The similarity measurement section talks about why

and how to use an improved cross correlation to filter traffic sign candidates.

The coming derivative model introduces to applying 1st and 2nd derivatives to

measured distance function, why it is possible to locate cut points. The last

section talks about noise filter. White and black noise elimination strategies are

covered which are both creativity works of this research. They are very

necessary for reduce noise disturbances and help derivative model to locate

exact cut points.

2.2. Algorithm Routines

Figure 15 shows all the subroutines of sign separation algorithm. Binary

representation codes white visual object and its rectangle background with

number 1 and 0 respectively. It keeps the following subroutines away from the

potential problems such as bad light and weather conditions, occluded signs

etc, because the quality of binary representation depends heavily on the

previous outputs of color segmentation. Similarity measurement determines

the similarity between left half part of binary image and the horizontal mirror of

right half part. If the comparison result gives a lower value than a certain

threshold, the original visual object is thought to be a non-sign combination.

Otherwise, the object contour will be examined with shape decomposition.

That means white noises along the border are going to be removed with

certain levels of iterations. After that, improved derivative model and auxiliary

heuristics will be applied to flipping point detection based on measured

distance function, in order to locate all flipping points of distance curve. Black
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noise reviewing is about examining these black noise candidates one by one

to filter real cut points among these flipping points with predication technology.

After all, signs in the binary combination are extracted into individual ones and

become final outputs.

Figure 15. Outline of Algorithm Routines

Note that, the whole procedure is straightforward and has no loopback at all.

This property is pretty important to the traffic sign identification system,

because all data collection and analysis are in real-time. Performance and

efficiency are the first priority factors that must be considered.

2.3. Binary Representation

All images passed from color segmentation to the separation procedure are

coded in binary schema. This is the very first and also a very important step,

because binary representation keeps the potential difficulties, such as bad light

conditions, faded signs, weather conditions, similar color and so on, from the

shape analysis, and makes them to be as simple as possible for separation

algorithm to concentrate. In other words, the quality of binary codes completely
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depends on preprocessing and color segmentation. It is normally described in

term of noises on the sign surface. Of course, the less noise they give the

better separation it will probably perform. The binary representation itself is

quite simple and straightforward. For example, a binary image is saved in

36x36 pixels, and the corresponding binary schema is shown in figure 16.

Binary Image Binary Representation

Figure 16. Example of Binary Representation

2.4. Distance Measurement

Distance measurement is the fundamental of entire separation algorithm, since

the similarity measurement, flipping point detection, white and black noise

filtering and final cut points determination strategies are all based on measured

distance vectors generated by the current procedure. In order to understand

the ideas behind the whole story well, an introduction to the coordinate system

in advance is pretty important.

The basic idea is quite simple; figure 17 gives the demonstration. Put the origin

of spatial coordinate system at top-left corner of the binary image, X axis goes

vertically from top to the bottom, while Y axis goes horizontally from left to the

right. Scan the binary image horizontally line by line from the top to the bottom

with one step increasing X coordinate, record the Y coordinate of first white

pixel that meet on each line, and create a distance vector by filling its slots with

the recorded values. In this way, after all, the left boundary of the visual object

can be described as a distance function of variable x, notated as f(x). The

same procedure could be applied to the piece (salmon colored part) on the

right hand side. In similar way, another distance function g(x) is going to be

obtained.
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Figure 17. Coordinate System Demonstration

By combining the two distance functions f(x) and g(x) together, general contour

of the visual object can be described and analyzed in term of mathematics. In

other words, distance functions constitute the basic mathematical model

employed to solve the separation problem in this project. The following figure

18 gives two examples of distance vectors f(x).

Apparently, observing the first two figures below, it is possible to see that

distance measurement has an obvious shortcoming. Note these stairs along

the curves and the significant peak in the 2nd distance function over the range

for X axis from 50 to 60; they are telling that distance measurement is sensitive

to white noises, and responses even stronger to black noises.

Normally, black noise produces chasms on the contour. If the chasm is small,

just a small peak or impulse will show up on the distance function at the

corresponding position. The situation goes extremely worse, if the black

chasm is big one. Consider the 3rd example in figure 18.
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Figure 18. Examples of Measured Distance

In the 3rd example, the black noise shows its influence by changing the general

contour to another one; note the strong impulse in the distance function over

the range for X axis from 50 to 60. Compare this noise with previous two

examples; the previously peak noise grows up to a gap. In this case, the
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change to the contour is so significant that measured distance is losing its

functionality to describe original shape of visual object.

In the current research, a flipping point predication has been developed to

overcome this chasm problem which is going to be presented in later

discussion. Even without the anti-chasm algorithm, there still exists a trade off

to tune preprocessing procedures and color segmentation to improve the

quality of binary images, or more easier, simply reject and discard this visual

object, otherwise the separation algorithm is supposed to suggest incorrect cut

points.

2.5. Similarity Measurement

Before going on to the next step, all potential traffic sign combination

candidates must be correctly filtered. Since the background and scenes

around are complicated, other objects which have similar color or shape to

there combination candidates could be probably converted to binary images as

well. And object identification is a very time consuming procedure, so reducing

the number of sign candidates before the real processing is always necessary.

Correctly filtering the sign candidates is not an easy task and there is no

obvious very effective solution by now, since it is a pattern identification

problem by itself. But a very simple strategy does exist, that is similarity

calculating.

First of all, the visual object's interior area, symbols and border are filled with

white color in order to ignore them on the surface. And then the visual region is

split vertically from the center into two pieces. Produce a horizontal mirror for

either of them and determine similarity between the newly produced mirror and

the other piece. Once the result is obtained, test it against a certain threshold.

If the similarity is higher than or equal to the threshold value, the original object

could be a road or traffic sign combination (or only one sign) and pass it though.

Otherwise, simply reject and discard this object. Somehow, this strategy gives

no guarantee on real sign combination but non-sign combination in contrary,

because the visual object can not be road or traffic sign combination if it is not

symmetric.

In practice, there are several implementations of similarity calculating, such as

Euclidian distance [10], Hausdorff distance [11] etc. However, among them all,

according to our experiment results, the most suitable and effective

measurement is cross correlation. Originally the idea of cross correlation is

borrowed from probability and statistics. It is also called correlation coefficient,
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a statistical method to estimate the linear relationship between two random

vectors, with respect to their directions and magnitudes [7]. Formally, cross

correlation can de defined mathematically as [9]
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functions respectively, H and W stand for the height and width of binary

representation respectively. Note that, numerator of this formula stands for the

real cross correlation in fact and denominators indicate multiplicative result of

two standard deviations of distance functions. It gives guarantee on the

normalized result. So the value domain of function corr(x, y) is always a

completely closed set [-1, 1].

Since, originally in most digital image processing applications, a binary image

would be split into two pieces; cross correlation performs right on them. The

computer program scans pixels on the left half piece line by line, compares

them with horizontal mirror pixels on the right half part just as it mentioned

earlier. That means for a certain image with size W by H, on average, the

number of pixels that must be processed is
2

HW 
in total. Somehow this is

unacceptable for real time image processing, especially when it encounters

extremely large pictures.

In contrary, for this project, cross correlation is performed on the two measured

distance functions f(x) and g(x) which have been introduced previously. Since

they have exactly the same definition domain: a completely closed set [1, H];

the new cross correlation can be defined mathematically as
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Where
H

f

f
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 1 are the sample means of two digital

functions respectively, and H is height of binary image. In fact, this solution has

the same computational complexity
2

hw
as traditional one in worst case, but

however the worst case rarely happen, because it is exactly a vertical line

though the geometric center. Nevertheless, the new method has a fantastic

width independent computational complexity h in best case. It is very difficult

to determine the new computational complexity in average case, because it

depends on the quality of testing images, how they are normalized and how

many percent of redundant black pixels they give etc. It can not be arbitrary on

the result but have some tests, even some very simple tests; it is very clear

that how much benefit it could obtain from the new solution.

Table 1. Examples of Cross Correlation

Traditional Way New solutionBinary

Image

Size

Result Time Result Time

Comments

36x36 0.2242 0.000047s 0.6132 0.000016s Very big black hole on

the left border of sign

combination

36x72 0.8694 0.000078s 0.9751 0.000016s Ordinary shape

combination with

small groups of white

noises

184x170 0.8845 0.001109s 0.9122 0.000078s A very big object with

very strong white

noises along borders

143x358 0.5649 0.001797s 0.7926 0.000109s Big object

combination with

three traffic signs

Apparently, from these comparisons, it is easy to see that even when binary

image is well normalized and reasonable small, the improved solution is

approximately 3 times faster than traditional cross correlation in the 1st
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example and the computational result gives better response on similarity. The

running time of 2nd example is completely the same as the 1st one even the 2nd

example image has double height. For the last two examples, the benefit can

not be even clearer, traditional correlation is almost 17 times slower than the

new method.

Once the correlation result is obtained, it is able to test the value against a

certain threshold in order to determine whether the object is a sign

combination or not. The threshold here must be carefully chosen, because it

emphasizes the average quality of all binary images. Larger value applied is

equivalent to the truth that fewer noises on the binary representation and vice

versus. The detail about how to choose the threshold value will be presented in

experiment section.

Cross correlation is a pretty simple but very effective method for filtering traffic

sign candidates. There are two reasons to employ cross correlation in this

project.

First of all, it helps to reduce the computational complexity. Because in the

case that cross correlation provides us great confidence on, if it does, the

similarity of two distance functions; then in the following analysis, it is

apparently safe to concentrate on only one measured distance function

instead of two. In other words, it is just necessary to consider the left half piece

of the binary image by ignoring the right half piece, since the great similarity

result provides great confidence on that the two pieces are horizontal mirrors

to each other. So in the following discuss sections, all analysis is based on only

the left half piece.

Another reason is related to black noise elimination. Since two distance

function f(x) and g(x) are similar to each other, if black noise is detected with

respect to either of them, compare it with the testing result at the

corresponding position on the other distance function. If the noise on the other

side does not exist, the original black noise is thought to be fake and going to

be removed accordingly. The detail will be presented in bounds comparison

section.

2.6. Derivative Model

Derivative of measured distance function f(x) is not merely another

mathematical model to analyze measured distance and find out potential cut

points, but also providing prior information to eliminate black noises.
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In most applications of digital image processing, derivatives are used to detect

thick edge, line, isolated point and step change. Since derivatives are highly

localized in natural, the computation on a certain element involves only its

successor, the calculation is pretty simple and super fast; it is one of the main

reasons that derivative model is employed in this research.

In this project, 1st and 2nd derivatives are calculated based on measured

distance function f(x). Distance function g(x) is not involved, since cross

correlation provides guarantee on the great similarity between distance

function f(x) and g(x). In other words, derivatives of g(x) would yield the similar

results to that of f(x). The basic definition of approximate 1st order derivative of

the measured distance function f(x) is the difference

     xf+xf
dx

xdf
 1

Similarly, the 2nd order derivative is defined as

           xxf++xf
dx

xdf

dx

xdf

dx

xfd
2f11

1
2

2






2.6.1. Properties of Derivative Model

Note that in this project; only 5 types of shapes need to be taken into

consideration: upward triangle, downward triangle, circle, rectangle and

octagon. In order to introduce how derivative model works, it is preferable to

talk about images without noise disturbances first. Noise filter will of course

help derivative model come to general cases, so only theoretical analysis is

essential in this section. According to the derivative definition above, the

general shape, corresponding distance function, 1st and 2nd order derivatives

are shown as below.
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Figure 19. Distance and Derivative Functions of General Shapes

(These binary shapes are generated by filling the border with white color and other areas

with black color of pictures from [5], so they are all the same to Swedish official designs.)

Observing the figure 19 above, it is clear that in general two classes of patterns

for distance functions exist.

1. One type is linear line function. All shapes except circle belongs to this

class. To this category, 1st and 2nd derivatives always stay zero in the

whole definition domain (evidence-1). But the situation is little bit special

for octagon, since its distance function has three line segments in total.

The 1st order derivative for octagon only increases at each flipping point of

distance function, and 2nd order derivative changes rapidly at

corresponding positions (evidence-2).

2. Another category is nonlinear curve function, apparently only circle shape

belongs to this category. 1st order derivative increases monotonously and
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the curve is very smooth (evidence-3). While 2nd order derivative increases

and decreases only on either half part of definition domain respectively.

Comparing the responses between 1st and 2nd order derivatives, it is clear that

 The 1st and 2nd order derivatives both have no response to invariant

distance function, according to evidence-1.

 The 1st order derivative stands for the direction change of distance function

and 2nd derivative produces stronger response to fine detail such as the

flipping points of distance function, according to evidence-2.

 For nonlinear distance function, the 1st and 2nd order derivatives are very

sensitive to the increment and decrement of distance function, otherwise

either of them is not supposed to be as smooth as distance function,

according to evidence-3.

From the discussion previously, it is not difficulty to make conclusion that, the

1st order derivative of distance function stands the slope of distance function, in

other words, the increment direction along Y axis. And 2nd derivative stays

linearly or parabolic smooth along a single sign’s contour and gives significant

responses in the form of peaks at the corresponding positions of flipping points

of measured distance function.

2.6.2. Usage of Derivative Model

By observing all possible combinations of Swedish traffic signs; nearly all of

them follow a certain pattern: the attached point of combination is always weak.

In other words, the measured distance at the cut point has a greater value than

other positions. According to properties of derivative model discussed in

previous section, the incensement direction of distance function at the cut point

changes rapidly. That is the truth that 2nd order derivative function on both

sides of cut point has either a rapid increasing or decreasing steep slope. That

means significant peaks are supposed to show up around cut points on the 2nd

order derivative function, because cut point is also a flipping point of measured

distance function. This pattern can be demonstrated with some combination

examples as the figure 20.

In fact, all possible combinations of traffic signs have been tested in the

experiments. All 2nd order derivatives follow this pattern. Just as the

demonstration shown below, two signs with the same size to make a
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combination, with absolutely no noise disturbance. The correct cut point must

be the exactly a vertical line though the geometric center to split the object into

two signs.
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Figure 20. Illustration of How to Use Derivative Model

Observe the first 2nd order derivative example; there is only one peak in the

center on the plot. So using peaks of 2nd derivative to represent the cut point

does make sense. Even in some cases, more than one peak may exist on the

plot, as it shown in the 2nd and 3rd example, the other peaks than the one in the

center are redundant and can be eliminated with ease. For example, in the 2nd

example, it is safe to emerge the two continuous peaks into one peak, or just

remove either one of them, since it makes almost no difference to regard any

one of them as the real cut point. In the 3rd example, there are two peaks other

than the real cut point exist, but they are not as significant as the real one in
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the center, note their absolute values of Y coordinates are smaller. So it is also

safe to remove them if an appropriate peak elimination strategy is applied.

Sometime the situation of combination involving more than two signs happens

as well. In this case, one option is that assuming the specific visual object

includes two signs in total, run the separation method with derivative model

and tries to locate the cut point. If the separation successes, repeat the

procedure recursively on the split objects until the kernel fails to locate new cut

point, and then pass though the split results to next subroutine of the algorithm.

Otherwise, if it fails to find out the cut point on the first iteration, simply pass

though the original binary object, because it is probably just a single sign

object. In that case, the object includes no cut point at all. Beside the helps to

determining cut point, the derivative model has another important functionality

to provide prior information to eliminate black noises. The detail statements

would be given in the following sections.

2.7. Noise Filter

From the discussion in previous section, it seems like the derivative model give

guarantee on locating the appropriate cutting points for separation. But in the

real practice, it is not that easy to say so due to many reasons. The most

challengeable problem is the noise elimination. In this project, two types of

noises are going to be encountered in general.

2.7.1. Noise Definitions

The first one is the white noise. The name comes from its color. Since the

objects are represented with binary codes, only white and black colors are

available on the image; the white noise is in the form of visible white spot

distributed on the outer boundary along the border curve of object. If regard

the entire visual object as a mountain, the object’s contour as a path on this

mountain, and then the white noises are exactly the tread stones on the

surface of path. They make the path has an even surface. When the intelligent

computer separation program walks along the path, it always find ambiguous

outer border. That means the separation algorithm must have the capability to

decide whether the encountered white pixel is just a white noise point or a real

part of object’s contour. In this situation, the corresponding measured distance

function looks like stairs; and the original smooth distance curve is “steplized”.

The following figure 21 gives an example of white noises.
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The real affection of white noise performs on the 2nd order derivative. Observe

the small peaks along the 2nd order derivative function in the example below,

especially the positive peak to the left of and next to real cutting point in the

center. Sometimes, the peak for real cutting point is even more significant than

this example, and white noise is strong enough, then the separation algorithm

is supposed to misunderstand white noise as real cutting point.
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Figure 21. Example of White Noises

The other type of noises is called black noise. These noises are invincible and

very difficult to be removed, since they have the same color as background. In

fact, black noises are invisible and they are mixed together with the

background pixels, so it is impossible to obtain its real distribution on the sign

surface and there is no apparently direct solution to recognize and remove

them. Normally, black noise produces chasms along the object border. Even

small chasm would probably lead to significant peaks on 2nd derivative curve.

The situation becomes even worse if the chasm grows up to a bigger one.

Figure 22 gives a good example.

As it shown in the figure 22 below, the correct cut point should be the first

significant peak on the center of measured distance function, and the black

noise produces a very big gap to the right. Take a look at what is happening on

the 2nd order derivative function. Black noise introduces several peaks at the

incorrect position, and these peaks are even stronger than the real one

representing the cutting point. And what is even worse, the fake peaks have

exactly the same form as real one, because they are all continuous peaks. So

the elimination of black noise is really a great challenge in this project.
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Figure 22. Example of Black Noises

Note that, for black noise elimination, it is not necessary to compare measured

distance function f(x) for the left boundary and g(x) for the right boundary,

because cross correlation provides the guarantee on the similarity of the two

distance functions. In other words, recalculation for black noises of g(x) is

supposed to yield similar results to them of the distance function f(x). However,

this characteristic can be used for reduce the number of black noise candidate.

The strategy in detail would be presented in boundary comparison section.

2.7.2. White Noise Removal

Shape decomposition is originally designed to simplify the general shape of a

visual 2D object. Many digital image processing discussions are based the

object contour. Normally, contour is represented with the coordinates of its

vertices in counter-clock-wise order. The objective of shape decomposition is

going to remove some duplicate vertices but meanwhile keep the original

general shape as much as possible. The simplify procedure checks continuous

vertices in triple, build a triangle by connecting the three vertices with line

segments, and evaluate the contribution of such triangle to the general shape

of original object. The vertex in the middle of the triple is supposed to be

removed, if the corresponding triangle gives least contribution to the general

shape of entire object compared with other triple vertices. And this procedure

repeats until the desirable simplified object is obtained [8].

However, this method is so general that it is not suitable to simplify the

distance curve according to experiment results in this project. Somehow, it can

be improved by ignoring some properties of the triple triangle that mentioned

above. Originally, the contribution of triangle to the general shape is
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determined with respect to its edge length, turning angle around the middle

point and the area. The first and last factors are over considered in current

research. In other words, it is essential to concentrate on the second factor, the

turning angle.

In fact, two types of patterns are available for white noises. Have a look at the

following figure 23. Examples of these patterns were enlarged on the plot with

two black boxes.

Binary Image Measured Distance Function

Figure 23. White Noise Patterns Enlarged with Black Boxes

Apparently, these “stair steps”enlarged with black boxes are white noises.

Compared with the peaks representing the cutting point in the center, if regard

the two line segments constituting each turning corner as two vectors, it can be

observed that the absolute value of turning angle at each corner is always less

than 90 degree, while the turning angle for the real peak corner is always

greater than 90 degree.
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Figure 24. Examples of Two Vectors Constituting A Flipping Point

In other words, the turning angle of corners of distance function provides the

functionality to distinguish white noises from the real peaks. Taking this

advantage, a new shape was developed in the current research. Once these

corners with turning angle less than 90 degree are located, the white noises

could be easily eliminated by connecting the starting point of first vector and

the end point the second vector to replace the current two vectors, just as it

shown in following figure 25.

Figure 25. Flipping Point Elimination

Figure 26 gives an example of 6-level shape decomposition, as a matter of fact;

the smoothing result is very good. Contour of original visual object is almost

recovered without losing generality, especially the contour part which stands

for the circle shape.

Another useful functionality for the smoothing procedure is that it emerges two

continuous peaks into one peak. Without shape decomposition, in the first 2nd

order derivative function shown above, there are two significant continuous

peaks indicating cut point in the center, while in the second figure, with shape
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decomposition, only one peak exists at the same position.

Beside, in order to obtain better result, this algorithm is designed to apply this

decomposition strategy to all turning corners recursively. That means the

smoothing result of current corner would be applied immediately to next corner

of distance function.

So far, people would be glad to control the smoothing granularity as well. This

strategy could be done by setting up an iteration number of this shape

decomposition procedure. The quality of smoothing result depends on this

number heavily. Of source, the more iteration that decomposition has the

smoother distance function is supposed to be, but the tradeoff is that the

computational time required grows up as well. According to the experiment

results in current research shown in later discussion, 6 times iterations could

be a nice choice.
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Figure 26. Example of Shape Decomposition

2.7.3. Black Noise Elimination

Another great challenge in this project is black noise elimination. Just as it

mentioned in previous discussions, in most cases, black noise produces

chasms which leads to fake peaks on 2nd order derivative function along the

sign border. And what makes the situation even worse is that the chasms

introduced by black noise have exactly the same form as real cut points. As a

result, it is impossible to eliminate black noise directly on 2nd order derivative

function without any prior information. In this project, a brand new flipping point

predication based algorithm has been developed to handle this problem. The

goal can be archived by completing the following steps one by one.

(1) Improved 2nd order derivative:

The first step which is also the most important one is flipping point detection. It

means coordinates for all flipping points of measured distance function have to

be collected, because they stand for all key points which are helpful for

reconstructing the skeleton of visual object contour. Black noise elimination is

a very time consuming procedure, concentrating on these key points is

essential.

In previous discussion of derivative model, the 2nd order derivative is employed

to archive the goal. But 2nd order derivative has a deadly shortcoming that it is

quite sensitive to noises, especially for black noises. The following figure 27

gives a good example of flipping point detection with the direct help of 2nd order

derivative function.
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Figure 27. Example of Corner Detection of 2nd Derivative Model

Apparently, the flipping points detected in the figure 27 are not expected. Little

disturbances on the measured distance function, even on the smoothed

parabolic curve; flipping points are detected as well. In contrary, the real

flipping points at the tops or bottoms of significant peaks are missed.

In order to overcome this situation, an improved 2nd order derivative model is

developed accordingly. In previous discussion, the 2nd order derivative is

implemented with the difference between Y coordinates of two continuous

pixels in measured distance function.

           xxf++xf
dx

xdf

dx

xdf

dx

xfd
2f11

1
2

2






This formula focuses on how much the values have changed for 1st order

derivative. However, what is required for flipping point detection is an indicator

for whether the direction of measure distance function has changed. How

much the direction has changed is completely trivial to the problem.
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So a new definition of 2nd order derivative could be illustrated as a

multiplication of two continuous 1st order derivative elements.

               11
1

2

2




 xfxfxfxf
dx

xdf

dx

xdf

dx

xfd

And flipping point detection rule is defined accordingly.

(A) It is flipping point, if

 
0

2

2


dx

xfd

(B) It is black noise candidate or cut point candidate, if

It is a flipping point and    xfxf 1 and    xfxf 1

With the help of the rules, it is able to detect all exact flipping points without

worrying about the noise disturbances along the monotonously increasing or

decreasing parts of measured distance function. It is clear that just have one

way scanning upon the 1st order derivative vector; it is able to locate all flipping

points as well as black noise candidates. All black noise candidates are also

cut point candidates, since black noise has the same form of influence as cut

point on the measured distance function.

So, the successor analysis focuses on these black noise candidates only,

because it is much more effective rather than examining all points along the

measured distance function. The following figure 28 gives an example of

flipping point detection on the same binary combination which has been used

previously.
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Figure 28. Examples of Improved Flipping Point Detection

Apparently, the new flipping point detection with redefined rule performs much

better now. In the figure 28, detected flipping points are marked with circles.

The 1st and the last flipping points are added automatically for the following

analysis regardless their derivative values. It is easy to see that the 3rd circle

stands for the real cut point, the 4th circle indicates a black noise candidate (in

fact, it is).

(2) Distance Function Comparison:

From previous step, a list of black noise candidates could be obtained.

However, not all of them are real black noises; in fact they are cut point

candidates which can not be eliminated. In order to filter the cut point

candidates, a distance function comparison strategy is applied here between

black noise candidate list of both left and right half parts of the visual object.

Let’s call them  and  respectively. For any element  in  , if it has a

friend element in  that offers difference less than 3 (for example). Then it
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says the element  is a real black noise candidate. Otherwise, remove it from

list  immediately. This strategy makes sense, since cross correlation

provides guarantee on the similarity of two black noise candidate lists as well

as their corresponding measured distance functions.

(3) Flipping Point Prediction:

It is the spirit of black noise elimination. The goal of this prediction is reviewing

each black noise candidate with respect to its neighboring flipping points. The

procedure tries to recover the measured distance curve in the local region that

covers the black noise candidate. If the recovering successes, then the black

noise under consideration is going to be eliminated, because the chasm

produced by the black noise candidate can be safely filled by the recovered

measured distance curve. Otherwise, the black noise candidate will evolve

itself to be a real cut point.

Initially, pick up a black noise candidate  from the list. Build a four-element

vector by filling the 1st and 4th slots are filled with  ’s two neighboring flipping

points’Y coordinates. Fill 2nd and 3rd slots with their midpoints’Y coordinates

as well.

Figure 29. Example of Corner Prediction
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As it demonstrates in the figure above, a vector v is going to be built. The 1st,

3rd and 5th circles indicate three of the flipping points 11 v , and 474 v . And

the 2nd point 202 v and 4th point 363 v are inserted mid-points.

However, since the flipping points prediction as it shown below is very time

consuming. For human beings in fact, people have some priori information

about the relationship between real black noise and its neighboring flipping

points. Use these strategies; it can save great lot of running time. The heuristic

is very simple as it shown below.

       4312 vfvfandvfvf 

Where iv stand for the three currently flipping points and their mid-points.

Recall that in the properties of derivative model section, clear statements have

been given on two types of measured distance functions: linear function and

nonlinear function. Only circle shape belongs to nonlinear category. Its

distance curve can be described with a 2nd order polynomial function

  xxy 2 , because it is a parabolic curve in natural. For triangle and

rectangle, the measured distance function contains only one linear line

segment. It is a special case of 2nd order polynomial function. Even distance

function for the case of octagon which includes three linear line segments, is

still just a special case of 2nd order polynomial function, since the three line

segments can be split into individual ones according to the flipping point

detection rule after all.

So it is safe to use a 2nd order polynomial function to describe measured

distance curve pieces accurately or approximately. In order to review the black

noise candidate, a 2nd order polynomial regression is essential to estimate all

its const coefficients. In this project, minimum square error method (MSE) is

employed to implement the regression. According to extreme value point
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detection rule with respect to their 1st order derivatives:
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Where  notates the sum of square error for all flipping points in the

4-element vector v and n notates the vector length (it is 4 here). After all,

coefficients of the 2nd order polynomial function can be estimated after some

matrix manipulations.

The black noise reviewing depends on the comparing result between the

estimated function and the real measured distance function. If the curve of

measured distance function is completely above measured distance function in

their definition domain, then it says the current black noise candidate is a real

one and vice versa. The following figures 30 and 31 show how to do this job

exactly.
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Figure 30. Example of Failed Black Noise Reviewing

In the figure, continuous curve indicates measured distance function, the 3rd

circle stands for black noise candidate under reviewing, other 1st and 5th circles

stand for the neighboring flipping points, 2nd and 4th circle mark the two

inserted mid-points, the cross line represents original estimated function, and

the dot line indicates lower bound of evaluation.

It is clear that the cross line interoperates all flipping points, that means the

estimation matrix works correctly. Somehow, estimation error is allowed for

comparing with measured distance function. In other words, simply make a

copy of the estimation curve as the lower bound by subtract its Y coordinates

with a certain error radius. That is the reason they are parallel to each other. In

order to review black noise candidate, if measured distance curve is

completely beyond lower bound, it says the black noise candidate under

reviewing is real one and vice versa.

In the above example, the test failed which means the black noise candidate is

a fake version. If the black noise candidate fails to pass the test, then the

algorithm has to try other neighboring flipping point combination to build the

4-element vector and review again, until all possible combinations are all

tested.
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Figure 31. Example of Successful Black Noise Reviewing

The above figure gives a very good example on successfully flipping point

prediction. In this example, the peak on the right introduced by black noise

candidate can be safely filled by estimated polynomial function, because the

lower bound in the range from 1st to the last circle is completely below

measured distance function. So it is true this black noise candidate is genius

and going to be eliminated, Note that there are only 3 flipping points in the plot,

because the 2nd mid point overlaps the last flipping point.
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3. Experiments and Analysis

3.1. Testing Case Generation

Discussions in previous sections have given a comprehensive statement about

the all subroutine of entire algorithm procedure. However, in order to test and

evaluate the efficiency of the separation algorithm, 350 real single binary signs

are selected from natural environments to represent all general shapes in

Sweden and generate testing cases. All of images are carefully selected, so

both higher and lower quality images are included.

The objects can be classified into four categories including upward triangle,

downward triangle, circle and octagon. Rectangle shape is ignored in the

current experiment since they have significant different border and background

colors (white and blue) from other signs (read and yellow) in natural. In most

cases, it is not easy for color segmentation to confuse the sign combination of

rectangle with other shapes. And no entry information sign is used for single

sign testing only, since no entry sign always stands alone.

The 350 images representing single objects can be divided into 7 categories,

and each category gives 50 sample images as shown below.

Figure 32. Examples of No-entry Signs [12]
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Figure 33. Examples of Round Circles [12]

Figure 34. Examples of No Signs [12]

Figure 35. Examples of Cross Signs [12]
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Figure 36. Example of Stop Signs

(These binary shapes are generated by filling the border with white color and other areas

with black color of pictures from [5], so they are all the same to Swedish official designs.)

Figure 37. Examples of Upward Triangles [12]

Figure 38. Examples of Downward Triangles [12]

The combinations of two or more shapes are generated by vertically attaching

them together. But the following combinations are illegal in Sweden, so these

combinations are carefully avoided in testing case generation.
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Figure 39. Examples of Illegal Sign Combinations

3.2. Cross Correlation Threshold

Cross correlation threshold is a very important standard for distinguishing high

quality images from low quality and not-sign ones. It must be carefully chosen

to emphasizing the differences between the two counter parts. In other words,

a statistical data collection is required to obtain cross correlation distribution in

natural.

In the experiments, 350 one-sign binary images and 70351 two-sign

combinations from real environments are tested against cross correlation to

determine its probability density function (PDF) pdf(x) for traffic signs. All

images are indeed real signs or their combinations judged by human beings

but with different qualities. The distribution of cross correlation is shown in the

following figure 40.
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Figure 40. Cross Correlation Distribution
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In order to determine the threshold for cross correlation, it needs to go one

step further; that is calculating the corresponding cumulative density function

(CDF) cdf(x), because it is not able to see directly from the plot that with certain

threshold how many percent of sample images are correctly accepted or

discarded by the cross correlation. This calculation can be performed by

integrating the corresponding PDF.
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Figure 41. Cross Correlation Cumulative Function

Table 2. Cumulative Density Values

Threshold 0.68 0.69 0.70 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.74 0.75 0.76

Density 0.0030 0.0030 0.0036 0.0045 0.0056 0.0067 0.0085 0.0106 0.0139

Threshold 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.82 0.83 0.84 0.85

Density 0.0178 0.0226 0.0274 0.0343 0.0423 0.0521 0.0656 0.0829 0.1050

Observing the figure 41 above, it is reasonable to recognize 0.75 as the

threshold value. Because, for one thing, the cumulative density function

  0106.075.0 xcdf , that means if the cross correlation result of a certain

visual object is equal to or higher than 0.75, then it gives approximately 99.4%

confidence to say the visual object is a real sign combination. To be more

restrictive, in the case of color segmentation produces binary images with
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stronger noises, then choose 0.85 as a threshold, since   1050.085.0 xcdf ,

it still has approximately 89.5% of confidence for the correct classification.

The cross correlation with certain threshold indeed makes sense. If have a

look at these images which give lower correlation values than 0.75:

Table 3. Examples of Binary Images Giving Correlation Results Less than 0.75

Binary

Image

Correlation 0.2632 0.5239 0.4649 0.52969

Comments A very big

chasm on the

left border,

strong black

noise apparently

Strong

deformation and

white noises

along the borders

Strong

deformation on

two sign

combination

Black noise on

the right border

of combination

Apparently, they are all low quality images either with strong deformation or

noises on the border. In other words, the threshold 0.75 successfully

distinguishes high quality signs from the low quality ones which are probably

not signs at all in real practice. This functionality is exactly what is expected.

3.3. Shape Decomposition Level

The level of shape decomposition defines the number of iterations that

algorithm goes though the whole definition domain of measured distance

function. Normally, the more iteration it has, smoother the distance curve is

supposed to be. However, if the level is too low, of course program will be

super fast, but shape decomposition becomes useless since most of the white

noises do not vanish after. If the level is too large, not only program would

greatly slow down, but also measured distance curve is supposed to be over

smoothed. That means smoothed curve could become a sinus wave which is

not expected (but this property is very interesting in fact).

Observing the figure 42 below; it is very clear that the measured distance
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curve segment which indicates the upward triangle gradually vanishes while

smoothing level is increasing. Apparently smoothing level higher than 10 levels

is supposed to lead to over smoothed distance function which is not expected.

So a good trade off between time and good result is necessary.
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Figure 42. Examples of Over Smoothed Distance Function

For this purpose, a scoring system is designed to evaluate affection of different

level profile. The basic idea is borrowed from black noise elimination. First of

all, detect flipping points of measure distance function with improved derivative

model, and then complete 2nd order polynomial regression based on

continuous pairs of flipping points and their mid-points. Then use shape

decomposition to smooth the measured distance curve segment between the

two corners with various levels of shape decomposition. At last, calculate the

mean square error between the estimated curve segment and the smoothed

curve segment. Once all corners are processed, build an error vector for the

entire distance curve by filling its elements with errors obtained in previous

step, and determine the mean value for this vector. After all, smoothing level

with the minimum mean error is going to win the competition. As it has
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mentioned in previous paragraph, the result will give great mean error with

both very low level and strong smoothing. That means a minimum error

solution always exists for every object’s contour.

In the experiments, shape decomposition profile within the range ]10,0[ are

tested to estimate the distribution, since people have prior information that the

computer program becomes extremely slow in real time analysis if the

smoothing level is higher than 10. The final result of distribution is shown in the

following figure 43.
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Figure 43. Decomposition Level Distribution

Table 4. Decomposition Level Distribution Values

Level 0 1 2 3 4 5

Percentage 0.0546 0.0967 0.0328 0.0957 0.1259 0.2447

Level 6 7 8 9 10

Percentage 0.1094 0.0572 0.0576 0.0391 0.0862
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Figure 45. Decomposition Level Cumulative Function

Table 5. Decomposition Level Cumulative Function Values

Level 0 1 2 3 4 5

Percentage 0.0546 0.1513 0.1841 0.2799 0.4058 0.6504

Level 6 7 8 9 10

Percentage 0.7599 0.8171 0.8747 0.9138 1.0000

Observe the figure 45 above; it is clear that nearly 25% of shape combination

(including one sign as well) requires 5-level shape decomposition. However, it

is not enough so far, since the integration from 0x to 5x reaches

0.6504, which means only 65.04% of objects is best smoothed. Apparently this

percentage is not good enough. In contrary, 8-level or 9-level could be nice

choices, because they provide guarantee on 87.47% and 91.38% of objects

are best smoothed respectively. Last but not the least, choose 6-level shape

decomposition, for one thing there is a significant improvement from 4-level

smoothing to 5-level that means 5-level is a gateway; however 6-level gives

10% improvement rather than these smaller values given by levels greater

than 6. So 6-level shape decomposition is apparently a good trade off between

time and efficiency in the current research.
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3.4. Separation Accuracy Evaluation

In this part, it is going to test the entire algorithm on the sets of binary images

used in previous tests, collect the separation result, and compare them with

the known results, since all these testing images are generated automatically

by combining one-sign objects, so they give the priori information on the right

cut points. It is completely possible to verify the separation result with ease.

In the experiments, it can not be arbitrary when verifying the separation result.

Small errors should be tolerated due to noise disturbances. Separation results

with smaller absolute differences than or equal to 3 against real cut point are

judged to be correct. The same testing cases generated in previous section

are also applied here to obtain the following separation accuracy table for

one-sign images.

Table 6. Testing result on One-sign Images

Number in Total Correct Rejected Failed

350 330(94.29%) 19(5.43%) 1(0.29%)

In the one-sign testing, 99.71% signs have passed and 94.29% have been

correctly separated, but only one instance was failed to pass the test. Let’s

have a look at what happened to that visual object. The following result in

figure 44 is obtained with 6-level shape decomposition.

Apparently, in the two attempts shown in figure 44, the 2nd circle from the right

is always beyond the last circle, which means the last flipping point is always

below the 2nd midpoint. It conflicts with the heuristic rule defined for black noise

elimination to reduce program running time. Remember that the rule requires

       4312 vfvfandvfvf 

In other words, this testing case suggests that the heuristic must be improved

to become more adaptive for more complicated situation. Never the less, this

heuristic defined works very well for 94.29% of one-sign images which is

absolutely acceptable.
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Figure 44. Failed One-sign Testing Case

For two-sign combinations, all possible combinations have been tested to

obtain the following results as well:

Table 7．Testing result on Two-sign Image

Number in Total Correct Rejected Failed

70001 66255 (94.65%) 744(1.06%) 3002(4.29%)
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The testing results are similar to one-sign images. In fact, that means the

separation algorithm works very well on two-sign combinations. It is very

interesting that the failed testing cases can be classified into only four

categories.

Table 8．Failed Testing Cases Distribution

Combination Circle and

Upward

Triangle

Octagon and

Upward

Triangle

Downward

Triangle and

Circle

Downward

Triangle and

Octagon

Number 462 187 160 78

Percent over the

Same Type of

Combination

4.62% 7.48% 1.60% 3.12%

Percent over All

Possible

Combinations

0.66% 0.27% 0.23% 0.11%

From the table above, it is clear that the errors are totally acceptable since over

all possible combinations their percentages are smaller than 0.5% which is

quite small. However, the 1st category of failed combination dominates all other

failed cases, since its percentage over all possible combinations is

approximately 3 times higher than the others. So the improvement in the future

should concentrate on this type of combination category.

After the ordinary test, some special designed testing cases are going to be

tested as well, such as very noisy image, very big object which is not well

normalized and multiple sign combination which has more than 2 signs. The

results are shown in table 9.

As a matter of fact, the results are very satisfied indeed. The separation

program is approved to have the capability to handle big objects as well as

extremely noisy objects. Actually, the white noises are even better eliminated

in bigger objects, because the computer program implementation has an

internal behavior to normalize big images. All white noises are relatively

reduced compared with the respect to the width of binary image. But black

noise is not, since they are in fact relative noises with respect to the size of

binary image. However, note that the separation result have errors; they are

even greater when the original visual object is bigger. That means the binary

images can be normalized, but errors can not. There is a knowing issue the

separation algorithm can not handle in the right way. That is purely flat
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attaching point, just as it shown above in the 2nd example in table 9. In the

current research, all strategies are so far useless to this situation.

Table 9．Examples of Separation Accuracy on Special Designed Testing Case

Binary

Image

Description Very big and

noisy upward

triangle, the size

is 184x170

Purely flat

attach point

Big two-sign

combination which

is not well

normalized, the

size is 246x330

Three-sign

Combination, the

size is 143x358

Binary

Outputs

Separation

Results

Success Fail Success Success
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4. Conclusion and Future Work

4.1. Project Summary

4.1.1. Overview

The objective of this project is developing a contour-based shape analysis

component enhanced between traffic sign detection and recognition

subsystems for separating vertically attached traffic signs in various forms of

combinations into individual ones. In this research, the objective can be

archived in four steps: distance measurement, similarity calculation, noise

filtering and cut point determination. Distance measurement collects

fundamental contour data for all following analysis. Similarity measurement

filters non-sign visual objects and provides potential success to accelerating

noise handling procedure. Noise filtering includes a series of branding new

algorithms from this research project. This creativity work acts the kernel part

of whole processing procedure. White and black noise filtering strategies were

applied to object contour in order decrease white noise and remove black

noise respectively. Moreover, black noise elimination strategy will be helpful to

locate final cut points in deterministic fashion.

4.1.2. Advantages

There are four advantages of the creativity works for current research in brief:

(1) An improved cross correlation which concerns only binary pixels along

object contour rather than entire visual surface has been developed.

Compared with traditional cross correlation method, approximately 17 times

faster calculation proved the improved method as a better implementation for

similarity measurement.

(2) White noise removal subroutine smoothes object contour iteratively with

respect to object’s original general shape. According to statistical experiment

result, 6-level smoothing gives good time cost compromise on best smoothed

measured distance. With such smoothing strategy, object’s general shape is

maintained while white noises are almost eliminated after all.
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(3) Black noise elimination method distinguishes black noises from real cut

points based on boundary comparison, flipping point detection and contour

prediction. This method is implemented by carefully combining improved

mathematical derivative model with auxiliary heuristics. It works very well on

one-sign images as well as two-sign ones, providing strong elimination of

chasms introduced by black noises.

(4) Separation accuracy is the same as desired result. According to statistical

experiment results, 99 percents of one-sign and more than 94 percents of

two-sign binary images are successfully separated with tolerated absolute

error less than or equal to 3. Apparently, the goal of separation accuracy has

been archived.

4.1.3. Withdraws

With more and more computational experiments, many disadvantages of

developed separation algorithm were beginning to show through:

(1) Cross correlation is quite sensitive to the visual object’s geometric

information and noise. In the current research, it assumes that the object is

always in the center of binary image. However, due to many practical reasons,

object may not anchor to the position or has the exactly the general shape as

they are expected to be. In that case, cross correlation is supposed to give low

similarity result for genuine sign combinations, or even worse, reject and

discard them.

Table 10. Example of Noise Sensitivity on Cross Correlation

Binary Image Similarity Comments

0. 2632 A very big chasm on the left

border, strong black noise

apparently

(2) Simplified shape decomposition indeed has very good performance for

white noise elimination, but it has a side affection that it will force flipping

points to move in some cases. This phenomenon is called point drifting. For

example, without shape decomposition, a real cut point could be 24x .

But with certain level of shape decomposition, this cut point vanishes and

separation algorithm may choose its neighborhood 27x as real cut

point instead. In other words, some original critical flipping points could be

lost during white noise elimination. In fact, this is the main reason for the

separation failure on two-sign combinations.
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(3) Flipping point prediction is sensitive to predefined constant parameters.

That means the constant parameters, such as vertical and horizontal

tolerated error, shape decomposition level etc, must be carefully chosen to

indicate the average quality of binary images. Somehow, they make the

separation algorithm difficult to adaptive itself to more general cases. For

instance, horizontal tolerated calculation error 3 could be nice for an

image with size 36x36, but it is not suitable for bigger image with 128x532.

Even binary images are all well normalized, but the tolerated error choice

should various with respect to noisy images and less noisy images, for

example.

(4) Flipping point prediction involves lots of matrix manipulations including

multiplications, integrations, inverse matrix determination etc. All of them

are very time consuming procedures. Although for each black noise

candidate only five sample points are going to be examined, if the binary

image is very noisy one which leads to great massive entries of black noise

candidates, there matrix manipulations could be a big problem for large

visual object.

4.2. Future Works

Nevertheless, the developed separation algorithm indeed works very well in

most cases, but it still needs to be improved for practical purpose. Cross

correlation may not be the only choice for similarity calculation. It could be

hybrid with Hausdorff distance measurement, since Hausdorff distance is less

sensitive with visual pixels’geometrical distribution. Find out a proper way to

hybrid them and find a good tradeoff between geometrical and color

information. Point drifting problem in fact so far is the main factor which

contributes to most of separation failures on two-sign binary images. Nearly all

of the absolute errors are number 4. This phenomenon is pretty interesting,

because actually the tolerated error is preset to exactly number 3. Beside, it is

also very interesting to develop an adaptive constant parameter tuning method.

That means constant parameters are able to vary with different binary image

instances rather than just to be some simple static values.
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Appendix

APPENDIX A. Matlab Program List

File Name Functionality

Two_sign_simi.m Collect similarity information for all two-sign combination

images

Two_sign_sep.m Test separation accuracy for all two-sign combination

images

Two_sign_decomp.m Determine the best shape decomposition level

Statistic_similirity.m Statistical information collection of similarity for one-sign

and two-sign combination images and obtain the

distribution

Statistic_separation.m Statistical information collection of separation accuracy

for one-sign and two-sign combination images and obtain

the distribution

Statistic_decomposition.m Statistical information collection of best decomposition

level for one-sign and two-sign combination images and

obtain the distribution

Shape_decomp.m Simplified shape decomposition for a certain measured

distance function with specified smoothing level

Shape_combine.m Vertically attach two individual shapes together and

output the combination

Shape.m Plot a simple shape and its measured distance function

f(x) and corresponding 1st and 2nd order derivatives

Remove_redundant.m Remove redundant spaces between two attached traffic

signs

Plot_derivatives.m Plot a shape combination and its relative 1st and 2nd order

derivatives with and without shape decomposition

One_sign_simi.m Collect similarity information for all one-sign combination

images

One_sign_sep.m Test separation accuracy for all one-sign combination

images

One_sign_decomp.m Statistical information collection of best decomposition

level for one-sign images

Is_legal_comb.m Determine the validation of a traffic sign combination

Img_bounds.m Generate two distance functions for a visual object
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Gen_testing_cases.m Generate all possible one-sign and two-sign combination

images

Full.m A comprehensive program to show the demonstrate

algorithm

Derivative.m Determine the derivatives for a certain number sequence

Cross_corr.m Calculate the similarity of two images with mathematical

cross correlation

Corner_detection.m Detect all flipping points on a measured distance function

Theory/buildCircle.m Generate contour for a circle with respect to its specified

radius, for theory analysis only

Theory/buildDowntri.m Generate contour for an downward triangle with respect

to its specified size, for theory analysis only

Theory/buildOct.m Generate contour for an octagon with respect to its

specified length of border, for theory analysis only

Theory/buildRect.m Generate contour for a rectangle with respect to its

specified length of border, for theory analysis only

Theory/buildUptri.m Generate contour for an upward triangle with respect to

its specified size, for theory analysis only

Theory/combine.m Vertically combine two generated contours together, for

theory analysis only

Theory/Cut_test.m For fixed sized shape combination test, for theory

analysis only

Theory/Cut_test_v2.m For various sized shape combination test, for theory

analysis only

Theory/Derivative.m Determine the derivative for a certain distance function,

for theory analysis only

Theory/disturb.m Produce simple noises along the visual object contour, for

theory analysis only

Theory/line.m Produce a line segment on the plot, for theory analysis

only

Appendix B. Main Program Usage

The main program needs the input binary image file whose name must be

specified by the variable img_file_name, and output one image final_img

where red lines stand for the separations. The final result would shown in the

window immediately after the processing, but it will not be saved automatically.

Example of input and output images are listed below:
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Input Binary Images

Output Binary Images with Red Separation Line

Output Binary Images without Red separation Line

In this comprehensive program, many parameters are able to be tuned

according to different ideas and thoughts:
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Tunable Variable Default

Value

Comment

Color_threshold 127 Gray level threshold for general pictures

Corr_threshold 0.75 Visual Objet providing greater similarity result than

the default value is thought to be a traffic sign

combination and vice versa

Decomp_level 6 Shape decomposition level

H_err_radius 3 Tolerated error in horizontal direction

V_err_radius 3 Tolerated error in vertical direction

Is_debug False If this debugging switch is enabled, then all mediate

results and debugging messages would be

displayed

Is_separated_outputs False If it is enabled final outputs would many separated

binary images, otherwise it will be only one image

with red lines standing for the separations

Img_file_name Must be

specified

The file name of input image, it could either be color

picture or gray level image

Appendix C. Statistical Analysis Program Usage

Three statistical analysis programs for different purposes, such as similarity,

separation accuracy and best decomposition level, have been developed

respectively so far to collect data and plot them automatically. All of them have

the similar programming structure: setting up environment variables, one-sign

data collection, two-sign data collection and final results plotting.

For the data collection, basically 350 well selected one-sign binary images

were used to complete one-sign testing, and 70001 two-sign images are

generated by vertically attaching these one-sign images, so all possible

combination were under consideration. Note that, one-sign binary images were

indexed with number from 1 to 350 and stored in folder combines/s1, while

only one-sign that indexed with number 51 to 350 were used to generate

two-sign combinations, because the pictures indexed with number 1 to 50 are

no-entry signs which always stand alone in natural environments.

Every statistical analysis program just required a trivial pre-configuration of

constant parameters such as file prefix and postfix etc. And then it would run in

robust fashion and plot final results.
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